The Doctoral Journey: Your guide to pursuing and achieving a doctoral degree

0:03 When you decide to pursue a doctoral degree, you set out on a pivotal journey.

0:09 But where do you begin? How do you navigate your way to success? Who will support you?

0:16 You’re not alone. Everyone who’s traveled down this path has asked the same questions. But starting today, you’ll be equipped with the answers.

0:26 This guide, The Doctoral Journey, will act as your map, answering your questions and providing you with essential information, from choosing a program to conducting research to successfully completing a final project -- so you know what to expect through every aspect of your doctoral experience.

0:44 You’ll even have a chance to hear graduates describe their experience and the keys to their success.

0:50 The Doctoral Journey will act as your guide, educating you about the exciting adventure ahead as it spurs you on to the doctoral degree you’ve been dreaming of.